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New Install for A06B 6052-H001 to H004 Spindle Drive or 

an A16B-1100-0080 Spindle Drive PCB 

 

1.  Set the jumpers to match your old spindle PCB. 

2. Set the 200/230 voltage switch in the drive cage to match the setting on the     

old drive. The switch is under the lid on smaller spindle drive cages. Not all 

spindle drives have this switch. 

 

 

3.  Move software chip from the old spindle PCB to the new spindle PCB. 
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Failure to move the software chip from the old drive to the new drive will generate 

an Alarm 14.  LEDs # 8, #4, and #2 will be red.   

The chip has a notch or key on it, and so does the socket the chips go into. Please 

match the notch or key on the chip with the notch or key on the socket. 

 

4.  Move DAC chip, if used, from the old spindle PCB to the new spindle PCB. 
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The DAC chip is an option chip. If the DAC chip is present on the old spindle PCB, 

it must be moved to the new spindle PCB and put into the same socket that was 

used on the old spindle PCB. Failure to move this chip can cause the spindle to 

rotate very slowly in automatic operation. 

The pots or variable resistors will normally not need to be changed. 


